Linkage of Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy to the red/green cone pigment (RGCP) genes, proximal to factor VIII.
Further DNA linkage studies on two previously described X-linked recessive Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EMD) families are reported, which refine the localization of the gene responsible for EMD. Two recombination events indicate that the most likely localization for the EMD gene lies in the interval between DXS15/DXS52 and F8C. A maximum LOD score of 3.44 at theta = 0 is obtained for EMD vs the red and green cone pigment genes (RCP and GCP). Our data provide additional support for one of the two proposed orientations of genes and markers distal to DXS15/DXS52, with respect to the telomere. Given this favoured orientation, our data best fit a localization of EMD to within a 2 megabase (Mb) interval between DXS15/DXS52 and F8C.